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CRISIS MANAGEMENT PLANNING 

Preparing Your Leaders for a Worst Case Scenario 

Executive Summary 

Too often, organizations fail to see the importance of amalgamating their Crisis Management 

Plan in with their Business Continuity Management (BCM) Program.  The result is a two-fold 

problem. 

First, the Crisis Management Team isn’t aware of the pre-planning that has been done to 

ensure that the organization and respond to a crisis – both in terms of technology facing 

disaster recovery and business facing continuity planning.  While they may be aware that 

there IS a plan, they may not be aware of the depth and breadth of the plan, its capabilities 

and certainly not its processes.  As a result, decisions will be made with an accurate view of 

the landscape.  Additionally, it is possible that the Crisis Management Team will 

unintentionally override the BCM driven processes, based on this lack of understanding.  

This will result in additional chaos, less efficiency in the recovery process and potentially 

delayed recovery. 

Second, crisis communications is compromised.  My approach to building a Crisis 

Management Plan is to integrate the plan within the BCM framework so that all three 

components (disaster recovery, business continuity and crisis management) are working 

under the same guidelines.  One of those guidelines involves crisis communication.  Simply 

put – who ever your key member of staff is that is responsible for things like press releases 

and corporate announcements MUST be a member of the Crisis Management Team.  That 

person will be the conduit for ALL communications related to the event.  Requests for 

comment from the media must go through your communications person.  Updates to the 

media, employees, vendors, etc. – all go through that same person.  It doesn’t matter if 

you’re part of the technology recovery team, following a business continuity plan or 

managing the crisis as part of the leadership team, you all follow the same communication 

principles. 

A Crisis Management Plan that doesn’t adequately control crisis communication is at risk. 

 

Introduction 

One of my favorite things about my job is preparing an organization’s leaders for a day from 

hell that we all hope never comes.  I’ve asked myself several times why I enjoy Crisis 

Management Planning so much.  In a sense it’s much like how an emergency room doctor or 

a paramedic must feel.  I enjoy it because I know that I can have an impact on an 

organization’s future, simply by making sure that they are prepared for handling a crisis. 

Not everyone thinks to put a Crisis Management section in their Business Continuity 

Management package.  Let me be clear about this – yes most enterprises have a Crisis 
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The goal of the Crisis Management 

Plan is to make sure that the 

leadership team has the resources 

they need to guide the 

organization through the crisis – 

and to do so in a way that prepares 

them to communicate effectively 

and in a manner that is consistent 

with the organization’s BCM 

response. 

Management Team that gets called when systems go down or when power goes out.  But I’m 

talking about a program definition that includes the Crisis Management Team in the 

management of the recovery process and coordinates business facing BCP, technology 

facing DR Planning and crisis communications under one recovery umbrella. 

The result is a holistic view of Business Continuity Management that not only has strong 

leadership presence, but those leaders are prepared on how to face critical stakeholders – 

which include employees, stockholders, the public and the media.  Additionally, a quality 

Crisis Management Plan provides the leaders with a clear-cut, to the point approach to 

gathering information, assessing damage / impact and executing an appropriate level of 

action to resolve the situation. 

 

Problem Definit ion 

There are a couple of problems that need to be 

addressed when it comes to Crisis Management 

Planning.  The first is the concept of making sure 

your organizational leaders are prepared for a 

crisis – that is, that they know what the process is, 

what their roles are and how to handle themselves 

in front of those with whom they communicate.  

The second problem is finding someone who can 

address crisis management planning within the 

context of Business Continuity Management. 

Typically, Crisis Teams are made up of executives or business leaders who are called 

together at the first sign of an emergency or critical incident.  They have a set process and 

they understand their business really well.  They also have the authority to make business 

decisions and manage the event.  They either test their response regularly or get called 

together often enough that they understand the process adequately.  But I consistently find 

two significant gaps in the Crisis Management Plans that I’ve seen.  

The first gap is that the Crisis Team isn’t integrated in the BCM Program.  In some cases, 

they aren’t aware of the resiliency or recovery strategies that are in place.  In other (worse) 

cases – they think they understand the status of the organization’s resiliency, but really don’t 

have a clue with what is going on.  Not only don’t they understand the resiliency and 

recovery solutions that are implemented, they don’t understand the recovery processes that 

have been defined – including the technology focused Command Center that has been put 

in place, complete with recovery roles and responsibilities, processes, status reporting, etc.  

As a result of this lack of communication with the recovery leadership, the Crisis Team 

comes in and tries to manage the recovery according to how they understand it, not 

according to how it’s been planned out, documented and tested.  The result is a less than 

smooth course of action, mismanaged expectations and inevitably delayed recovery. The 

second gap is that the Crisis Team is focused on the tactical events associated with resolving 
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the problem, but hasn’t spent any time whatsoever preparing for the communication aspects 

of a crisis event.  They haven’t defined processes for media communications related to press 

releases and updates, or how they are going to communicate with employees during a 

crisis.  They haven’t defined rules regarding communication, who will address the media 

and how everyone else is to deal with requests for information.  They often haven’t 

addressed privacy related issues either.  As such, they are left to deal with crisis 

communications on a fly-by-the-seat-of-their-pants approach and hope for the best. 

Over the past few years, a very high percentage of companies who have been involved in a 

major crisis (train wrecks, building collapses, stranded passengers and oil spills) have 

committed heinous communication blunders that have cost them dearly.  Yet, most 

companies don’t address crisis communications – or crisis management for that matter, in 

their BCM Programs.  

 

Solution 

First, let me say this:  My approach to all BCM response documentation is very simple:  Get 

to the point!  There is no need for lengthy pontification on the philosophy behind BCM 

techniques, nor is there a need for overstated processes or unnecessary definitions to 

common words and phrases.  Your BCM document writers are not getting paid by the word.  

Fluff is for pillows, not for BCM documentation.  This is particularly true when developing a 

Crisis Management Plan.  You want to guide your organization’s leaders to clearly defined 

action – not waste their time wading through mindless nonsense.   

Most of my clients appreciate a Crisis Management Flowchart that shows the events that 

follow a crisis event.  The flowchart is generally placed at the front of the document so that 

the reader can glance at it and quickly understand the objectives.  (Keep in mind, these are 

executives that we’re dealing with here.  Their business sense is strong and you can 

generally assume that they understand the impact of whatever event has occurred). 

The initial section of the document is set aside to define what steps are required in the initial 

response to an event.  Note:  I have typically not included building evacuation steps in the 

Crisis Management Plan.  You could argue that they should be in there – not because 

anyone is going to read the plan to figure out if they should leave the building, but because 

it provides an opportunity for the organization to review those steps when you exercise the 

plan.  It’s up to you if you want to include those steps or not.  I generally start the ‘initial 

response’ section after the building has been evacuated. 

The goal of the document is to make sure that the leadership team has the resources they 

need to guide the organization through the crisis – and to do so in a way that prepares them 

to communicate effectively and in a manner that is consistent with the organization’s BCM 

response. 

The Initial Response section should provide information on how to pull the Crisis 

Management Team together.  Define if the team will meet in a specific location, in a location 

to be determined at time of disaster or on a conference bridge.  Provide details for the 
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meeting location (if known) and be sure to provide contact information for all members of 

the team.  I also like to lay out an agenda for that initial meeting.  By pre-defining an agenda, 

you are helping to guide the team through the process and making sure that they cover the 

key points. 

Once you have guided the team through the initial meeting, the plan needs to provide them 

with the tools that they will need to proceed.  Often, this is done by assessing the crisis to 

determine its level of impact.  Category 1 events can typically be managed by normal staff 

with little or no impact, while Category 2 events have more impact and require extra effort.  

Category 3 events are full-on crises and will require a more robust response and effort from 

the full Crisis Management Team. 

We have developed a checklist that leaders can use to assess impact across 15 evaluation 

points.  (this sentence sucks)  By evaluating impact to operating capacity, facility damage, 

staff or public injuries, legal risk, etc – leaders will have a good idea what type of event they 

are dealing with. 

Next, define semi-specific calls to action, based on the crisis category that has been defined.  

What do I mean by “semi-specific”?  Well, you can’t explicitly define what steps each team 

will actually need to focus on – because you have no idea what type of crisis you are going 

be dealing with.  But you can develop a broad range set of tasks that put the leadership team 

into a position where they will be able to take appropriate action.    

Tasks like “Engage the Manager of Plant Operations to determine level of functionality” or 

“Have Production Manager build a specific course of action and provide regular updates on 

an hourly basis” are exactly what you should be documenting in this plan. 

Obviously the plan must also have a full set of contact numbers for all members of the Crisis 

Management Team, and all of your organization’s managers.  

To this point, I have described for you what I find to be the typical Crisis Management Plan 

that is delivered by many of the “senior” level consultants that I have come across.  And this 

plan is fine….it’s good, but it doesn’t provide two necessary components that are required 

in a quality Crisis Management Plan in order to avoid the gaps I mentioned earlier: 

1. Your organization’s Communications Director (Communications Officer, Public Relations 

Manager, etc.) must be a member of the team, and  

2. The Crisis Management Plan MUST address crisis communications. 

Too often, the Crisis Management Team doesn’t think to include anyone from your 

communications staff.  This often leads to a significant gap in the management of a crisis.  

Whether your corporate communications team is part of Human Resource, Public Relations 

or if they have a specific department just devoted to communications, they not only need to 

have a seat at the Crisis Management table, they need to have a prominent role.  No 

communications should be released without going through your crisis communications 

person.  Likewise, no requests for information should be handled by anyone other than that 
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team.  That doesn’t mean that your senior executives can’t speak to the media during a 

crisis, but it DOES mean that crisis communications needs to be aware of them speaking to 

the media and spends time with the executive prior to them going on the record.   

But crisis communications shouldn’t be an off the cuff series of activities.  Just like 

operational teams, business processes and technologies all have pre-defined tasks, so too 

must your crisis communications team have a game plan.  But more than that, crisis 

communications should have shell press releases.  (Clean this up, and wrap it up) 

Nothing, and I mean absolutely nothing, gets released to the public (employees, vendors, 

contractors, or the media) without being passed through the communications team.  That’s 

not to suggest that the communications team is responsible for drafting everything – your 

CMT can still participate in defining the message, but it all needs to flow through the 

communications folks – for wordsmithing, formatting and quality control.  Also, direct ALL 

requests for comments through the communications team.  Internally, within your Crisis 

Management Plan, you will have determined who the media spokesperson is and the 

communications team will engage that person as required. 

By running all internal and external communications through this team, you are ensuring that 

your organization is sending out a consistent message, no matter who the audience is. 

One last thing:  Make sure that someone who is familiar with your organization’s BCM plans 

is available to the Crisis Management Team.  This can be multiple people (someone for 

technology recovery and someone focusing on business functions).  Their job is  to help 

make sure that the Crisis Management Team is aware that there are recovery plans in place,  

the efforts that are underway, the progress that is being made and the problems that require 

escalation.  This is a critical piece of the Crisis Management function – to be aware of, and to 

help facilitate the recovery plans that are already in place.  One of the worst things that can 

happen during a crisis is for the Crisis Management Team to operate without being aware of 

all of the pre-planning work that has been done.  Be sure that your BCM Lead (who ever that 

might be within your organization) has a seat at the Crisis Management table! 

 

Business Benefits 

Having a well written and well defined Crisis Management Plan might be the single most 

important deliverable of the BCM Program.  I don’t want to overstate it, but think about the 

benefits associated with a well prepared team: 

1. The plan, like all other BCM plans, would be tested and therefore the leadership team will 

have a better idea of what to expect during a crisis.  They will be more aware of the plans 

that are already in place at the technology and business function level. 

2. While there will still be the need for very critical decisions, at least the framework for 

managing and communicating is in place.  By allowing the team to work in an organized 

setting, they can focus on the tasks at hand and not have to waste time worrying about the 

setup of the team. 
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3. It will reduce chaos.  Chaos will always accompany a crisis.  But having a solid plan in 

place to help the leadership team manage the event, will definitely reduce that flying by the 

seat of your pants feeling. 

4. It will help you control your communications.  In my mind, this is one of the most critical 

aspects of a Crisis Management Plan.  Communications roles are clear, message templates 

are created, requests for information flow through your communications team and your 

executives are prepared with the facts before they speak publicly.  Everyone is on the same 

page with the same message, regardless of the audience. 

5. Response is coordinated according to the severity of the issue.  A low-level crisis won’t 

generate the same reaction from the leadership team, won’t require the same resources or 

have the same impact as a full-on emergency.  The response plan allows your front line 

managers to handle the low impact events and defines a specific call to action for the Crisis 

Management Team in a high impact emergency.  

 

Call  to Action 

If you are responsible for BCM and you don’t know the details of your organization’s Crisis 

Management Plan, then you likely have a bit of a problem.  If you’re not familiar with their 

plan, they may not be familiar with yours.  As a result, you run the risk of having the Crisis 

Management Team override your action plan at time of disaster.  You run the risk of having 

them make decisions based on a skewed view of the situation – without them realizing that a 

specific response is being executed by the BCM program. 

But worse than that, you run the risk of having your internal and external communications be 

left to chance, or mismanaged completely. 

Do an assessment of your BCM Program.  Is Crisis Management part of your response plan?  

If it is, does it address crisis communications?  If you answered no to either of these 

questions, then you have a gap in your BCM response plan. 

For more information about how Anesis Consulting Group can help you develop a Crisis 

Management Plan, visit our website at www.anesis.ca/services 

 

 

http://www.anesis.ca/services

